
Good Movies 
 
like  
= um… 
 
variation  
= variety、変化、多様性 
 
licorice  
= the roots of the licorice plant with added sugar, often black or red, カ
ンゾウ、リコリス菓⼦ 
 
Oxford  
= the city about 100 km northwest of London, famous for its university 
 
Flake  
= a British brand of milk chocolate. It has a unique crumbly texture （もろ
い） 
 
to get fed up with (something)  
= to get tired of (something), うんざりする 
 
multiple times  
= several, many times 
 
to struggle with  
= to have a hard time with, 悩む 
 
Bee Movie  
= a 2007 American computer-animated comedy made by DreamWorks 
 
on repeat  
= repeatedly 
 
Frozen  



= the famous Disney 2013 film 
 
in hindsight  
= looking back 
 
to go according to plan  
= to go as planned 
 
There’s a balance to things  
= 物事にはバランスというものがあります。 
 
to go extinct  
= 絶滅する 
 
Inception  
= the 2010 science fiction action film starring Leonardo DiCaprio 
 
to spoil (a movie or story for other people)  
= to tell the end so that it is not interesting for other people 
 
to be right around the corner  
= to be coming soon 
 
the Marvel Cinematic Universe  
= the American superhero films including Iron Man, the Avengers, Captain 
America, and Spider-man 
 
Avengers: Infinity War  
= Robert Downey stars as Iron Man 
 
End Game  
= the 2019 movie, the sequel to Infinity War 
 
to assemble  
= to gather together 
 



Tom Holland  
= a British actor who played the role of Spider-Man 
 
the scale  
= the (large) size 
 
The Lord of the Rings  
= three adventure films, based on a novel by J. R. R. Tolkien 
 
This is totally for me  
= I really like it 
 
invisible  
= cannot be seen 
 
materialistic  
= wanting things 
 
The Princess Bride  
= a 1987 American comedy-drama 
  
a plot  
= a storyline 
 
to get married off to  
= to be forced to marry 
 
crappy  
= terrible 
 
to get abducted  
= to get kidnapped 
 
da da da  
= and so on 
 



to go on  
= to continue 
 
a plot twist  
= something unique that happens in the story 
 
a spoiler  
= the noun of “to spoil” (see above) 
 
a sword fight  
= チャンバラ 
 
“Hello. My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die”  
= a phrase that became famous in other TV programs and shows. Recently, 
the bold statement “Hello. My name is…” has been on t-shirts, coffee 
mugs, and COVID-19 masks. 
 
iconic  
= symbolizing something important 
 
“As you wish”  
= Whatever you want is OK 
 
subtitles  
= 字幕 
 
 
 
 
  


